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Abstract

Symbol Grounding tries to answer the question

as to how it is possible for a computer program

to use symbols which are not arbitrarily inter-

pretable. Whereas the signs in conventional pro-

grams are just \parasitic on the meaning in our

heads", grounded symbols should possess at least

some \intrinsic meaning." This paper gives a brief

overview of what Symbol Grounding is and summa-

rizes some of today's connectionist Symbol Ground-

ing models. Instead of concentrating on cognitive

linguistics, we try to present an alternative view of

Symbol Grounding. Our analysis reveals that Sym-

bol Grounding is in fact the endeavour of automated

model construction. Although it originated in a

somewhat anti-formal spirit it is (necessarily) full

of parallels to classical symbolic logic. We present

our view that Symbol Grounding is in fact a con-

nectionist version of transcendental logic, which is

the basis for generating formal models of non-formal

domains. Such formalizations are inherently logical,

though not only based on formal but also on mate-

rial truth conditions.

1 The Symbol Grounding

Problem

One of the best known criticisms of what is

now often termed \the symbolic approach to

AI" has been introduced by John Searle. His

Chinese Room Argument [Searle 80] is one of

the most debated arguments in the philosophy

of AI (and will therefore not be repeated here).

Searle points us to the fact that all semantics in

an AI program is but pure syntax. The central

construct of such programs, the symbol , has no

other meaning than that which the programer

has given to it through connecting it to other,

however again, symbolic descriptions. The rea-

son for this lies in the very fact that generally

symbols are arbitrary and that AI programming

symbols are especially arbitrary since their con-

crete form implies no restriction on how they are

processed. This diagnosis has been the start-

ing point for Stevan Harnad, who in his 1990

paper \The Symbol Grounding Problem" de-

�nes a research problem for the AI community.

This research problem is stated as the quest for

a method which grounds symbols in something

else but yet another symbolic description.

Before we turn to Harnad's proposal of how

to solve this problem it is worth pointing out

some subtle di�erences in Harnad's and Searle's

accounts of the problem. In accordance with

his previous work [Searle 83] Searle is more con-

cerned with the problem of intentionality than

with meaning. His main argument is that sym-

bol structures in a program do not (and indeed

cannot) implement the right causal powers for

a computer program to refer, i.e. to have origi-

nal intentionality. His example, the chinese lan-

guage \understanding" program serves to make

this point clear: In any such program there is a

separation of causal powers manipulating sym-

bols and those producing intentionality.

Harnad, on the other hand, is more con-

cerned with how (language) symbols acquire

their meaning, i.e. the problem is restated in

terms of a problem for cognitive science. For

him, this problem can be reformulated as how

we can construct symbols which are not totally

arbitrary in their interpretation, but are in some

sense causally connected to the environment or

the experience of an intelligent system. Such

symbols would then, according to Harnad, no

longer be \parasitic on the meanings in our

heads" but possess original meaning.

This reformulation is, of course, in much

closer correspondance to cognitive linguistics

than Searle's problem is. Especially, it is close

to language acquisition in children, if we assume
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that words are { cum grano salis { some kind

of symbols. (That they are not is discussed

in [Dor�ner et al. 93].) Harnad's (and others')

idea to create these symbolic structures consists

in paralleling a somewhat naive view of language

learning [Harnad 93]. This view says that sym-

bols (words) stand for objects (resp. classes of

objects). Their meaning is acquired through two

processes. (i) Categorization, i.e. the process of

forming object classes. (ii) Symbolization, i.e.

labeling such a class with an arbitrary name.

Neural networks seem particularly suited for

ful�lling these requirements for the following

reasons: They are able to form categories or

clusters in an unsupervised fashion. They can

also be trained to label inputs in a supervised

way. And they seem suited for directly dealing

with immediately grounded sensory input, i.e.

input which comes directly from a measurement

device. Before we begin our analysis of Symbol

Grounding (SG) principles, we briey overview

a few SG implementations.

1

2 Today's Connectionist

Symbol Grounding Mod-

els

Two classes of models form the major part of

connectionist SG endeavours: (i) pure object

models, (ii) verb models.

(Models which try to ground other aspects of

natural language, like e.g. Terry Regier's model

of grounding spatial terms [Regier 92] will not

be treated here.)

2.1 Object models

One group of connectionist proposals addresses

the problem of grounding object categories in

perception. Typically, the models possess two

types of input: one for (simulated) sensory data,

another one for symbolic descriptions of the

data. The networks are usually chosen so that

the sensory input is categorized through un- or

selfsupervised categorization algorithms like Ko-

honen networks. The resulting category repre-

sentations are then associated with some sym-

bolic description of the static input.

A typical and early example is the model of

Cottrel et al. [Cottrell et al. 90] where faces of

1

For an account of SG viewed from the perspective

of historical AI criticism see [Prem 94b].

a small group of people (i.e. video images) are

mapped onto their corresponding names. The

goal is to ground the names in perception. Fig-

ure 1 depicts the model. For each modality

(faces and names) autoassociative networks ex-

ist, which extract the corresponding class fea-

tures by means of error backpropagation. Each

network, names and faces, is trained separately.

In a second training phase associations from

faces to names and vice versa are trained.

auto- auto-

name-image association

name-image association

assoc.assoc.

face

face

name

name

Figure 1: Symbol Grounding Model (Cottrell et

al.)

Architectures which are highly similar in their

functional principles have also been proposed by

[Chauvin 89], [Schyns 91] and [Dor�ner 92]. All

three authors perform Symbol Grounding as a

model of concept (and word) acquisition in chil-

dren. In all three approaches, the naming phase

(associating input pictures and labels) is sep-

arated for psychological plausibility. I.e. in a

�rst phase concepts are formed through unsu-

pervised category formation. These concepts

are labeled with a relatively arbitrary name in a

second phase. However, only Dor�ner's model is

explicitely designed so as to avoid that similar-

ities in the input are reected in similarities in

the names. We call this e�ect \Symbol Blend-

ing."

Connecionist models for grounding dynamic

aspects of language in sensory experience do

not exhibit such strong similarites like the ones

presented in the previous section. This is

mainly due to the fact that processing input se-

quences is still a novel research issue and com-

paratively di�cult. Models for dynamic as-

pects of language have e.g. been presented by

Cottrell [Cottrell et al. 90] or by Nenov and

Dyer [Nenov & Dyer 88]. Cottrell's model is

schematically depicted in �gure 2.
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(next image)

input context

perceptual sequence

Figure 2: The movie description network (Cot-

trell et al.)

These models are capable of learning simple

sentences like e.g. \ball bounces right." Their

main di�erence to the object models is twofold:

(i) The model does not only connect sensory in-

puts to a symbol, but it also learns to produce

a sequence of such symbols. (ii) The input con-

sists in some sort of time sequence, not only of

a static input image.

3 SG and Model Construc-

tion

SG is pursued with two rather di�erent motiva-

tions: One is the development of a model of as-

pects of natural language. The other is the quest

to enrich formal symbol structures with some

kind of sensor-based information. The main as-

sumptions with which these goals are pursued

are:

� Symbols are entities similar to words for

sensory qualities.

� Semantics grows from a historical coupling

of signs to sensory experiences.

The general picture arising from this back-

ground of SG models is depicted in �gure 3.

Figure 3 shows that SG is implemented today

as a method for the automatic development of

categories over some sensor space and the au-

tomated labeling of these categories with pre-

sented shapes. The goal is that after training,

the SG system is capable of "saying" the right

symbols in a given situation. This means that in

SG models the only purpose of symbols is their

conn. network

"sensor"

X17
...

ball

T

Figure 3: A generic SG architecture.

reference to external objects, resp. to the sen-

sory data generated by them. A theory of SG

which largely adopts such a conception can only

result in a speci�cally scienti�c (i.e. descriptive)

model which is designed to reect natural phe-

nomena for epistemic purposes. I would like to

suggest that this process is highly similar to the

automated development of a formal model of a

natural system. ("Natural" because we are still

talking about grounded systems, which are con-

nected to the world through measurement de-

vices.) Some kind of encoding procedure maps

\objects" of the environment (usually trough

employing meters) onto symbols in a formalism.

Implications in the formalism are then used to

predict what natural law does to the natural

system. This situation is depicted in �gure 4.

N F

formal domainnatural system

encoding

decodingnatural law inference

Figure 4: The modeling relation.

That SG systems do a bit more than just

labeling inputs, i.e. that they even implement

basic descriptive or predictive rules will be de-

scribed below. Before we begin to investgate the

relations of SG to some aspects of formal logic,

a brief summary of transcencental logic shall be

given below.
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4 Transcendental Logic

For the convenience of the reader who may not

be familiar with transcendental logic, some of

its basic principles shall be outlined in this sec-

tion. However, only those aspects which are im-

portant for the parallels with Symbol Ground-

ing can be mentioned here and this account will

necessarily be simplifying.

Transcendental Logic originated with Im-

manuel Kant's (1724{1804) work on epistemol-

ogy. His endeavour can be approached from two

points: The �rst tries to �nd an answer to the

question \How are synthetic judgements a pri-

ori possible?", i.e. it searches for commonprinci-

ples in all theoretical sciences. If these principles

are identi�ed with the human process of knowl-

edge acquisition, this question turns into \What

are the conditions under which we construct our

knowledge of the world?". At the basis of this

process of construction lies the question as to

how concepts are acquired. A set of such prin-

ciples would be called \transcendental logic".

Transcendental logic can be called logic be-

cause it searches for those conditions under

which propositions are true. Today, of course,

logic has mainly been reduced to purely formal

logic. This development towards a purely for-

mal account of logic, founding truth only on the

shape of symbols in a proposition, has already

been visible to Kant. In fact, his transcenden-

tal logic has been developed so as to overcome

such a purely formal approach. Instead, the de-

velopment of a logic which does not \abstract

from all content of experience" must be based

on the subject's way of experiencing the world.

This, in correspondence to English empiricism

is a central belief of Kant: Only that cognition

is legitimate which is based on experience.

In his \Critique of Pure Reason" Kant for-

mulates the principles of such a transcendental

logic, the �nal set of tools of reason. At their

heart lies a set of categories which enumerates

all the principles which are necessary to bring

\the manifoldness of experience into the unity

of concepts." This list parallels Aristotle's cat-

egories and his traditional forms of reasoning,

a fact which has subsequently interested Hegel

in his \Science of Logic" [Hegel]. We shall now

investigate the fact that the basis of these cate-

gories (i.e. the classical forms of judgement) are

visible again in SG systems.

5 Grounding Signs

Let us approach logical aspects of SG by ask-

ing if it is really symbols which are grounded

in the above models. In order to do this, we

need an acceptable de�nition of what a symbol

is. One de�nition which is widely accepted in

the AI community has been given by C.S.Peirce.

He characterizes the symbol as a special type of

sign, which is connected to its object (its refer-

ent) through the idea of the symbol user, with-

out which no such connection would exist. I.e., a

sign looses the property of being a symbol with-

out being interpreted. What makes symbols so

useful for AI is that their actual shape is to-

tally arbitrary. Since it is only the idea of the

symbol user which guarantees connection of sign

and object, this idea can negotiate between any

object and any form.

The other two types of signs on which

Peircean semiotics is based are icon and index.

The icon (earlier called \simile") refers to its

object because of an \inner similiarity." Take

as an example the picture of a house. Because

of their similiarity in appearance, i.e. in their

gestalt, the house and its image are connected.

If we try to makemore excplicit what an \inner"

similarity is, we �nd that this means a similarity

in an essential property, i.e. one that allows us

to identify the object as that special object.

The index, on the other hand, stands for

an object because of some natural (or \outer")

property. The index is also a sign without any-

one interpreting the sign. One of Peirce' own

examples is the polar star being an index for

\north" (or the thermometer for temperature).

If we now go back to our SG systems we see

that what is actually generated there is some in-

ner similiarity in the model according to which

the sensory input maps onto a sign. However,

in the models which we have described above

(except maybe Dor�ner's example) the map-

ping cannot be performed between any arbitrary

choices of sensory patterns and \sign" patterns.

The features of the connectionist networks em-

ployed ensure that similar inputs are mapped

onto similar outputs. This has the consequence

that similar sensory vectors will necessarily map

onto similar symbols. Not only is this a cogni-

tively implausible e�ect, but it is also inconsis-

tent with what we would expect symbols to do,

i.e. either to refer or not refer to their object. In

addition to this, SG systems are, of course, com-

puter models which (after training) will always
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work predictively based on natural law. This

means that grounded symbols also exhibit as-

pects of indexes.

Obviously, we �nd that the process of ground-

ing symbols in experience destroys at least some

of its purely symbolic character for it generates

icons which also have some properties of indexes.

It is only the fact that in the usual SG model we

can connect many symbols to many instances of

sensory vectors that it is still justi�ed to speak

of grounded symbols. However, recalling that

the symbol is originally only connected to its

object because of an idea alone, we should not

be surprised that the e�ort of basing it on auto-

mated (indexical) generation of similarity rela-

tions (icons) destroys some of its arbitrary (sym-

bolic) character.

However, this result is mainly an argument

about how to call SG systems. What is more

important instead, is that this threefold struc-

ture of semiotic reference is tightly connected

to three forms of reasoning. In fact, the three

types of signs represent the three classical infer-

ence methods.

6 Symbol Grounding Mod-

els and Forms of Reason-

ing

At a �rst glance it may seem strange to con-

struct a connection between SG and logic. This

impression arises from the fact that logic nowa-

days nearly always means formal logic. How-

ever, if we go back to C.S. Peirce, we �nd a

de�nition of logic as the science of the condi-

tions which enable signs to refer. If one assumes

now that symbols already refer to objects in the

world, this science naturally reduces to syllogis-

tic and set theoretic considerations. If we ask

instead, how it comes that a given sign means

this or that, we are engaged in what is traditon-

ally termed transcendental logic.

6.1 Signs and Inferences

We shall now ask on what basis are we enti-

tled to say that sign X means Y. We will do

this by again using the Peircean characteriza-

tion of signs. The reader should be warned that

if he insists on a view that is inherently formal

all the following forms of reasoning will seem to

be mere variants of deduction only. What will

be done subsequently is, however, more in cor-

respondance to Hegelian logic and, as Zeidler

claims in [Zeidler 92], also in correspondance

with the original intention of Aristotle. This

original intention was not only to describe com-

pletely formally the process of reasoning, but

to enable the natural scientist to generate new

knowledge. According to Aristotle then, his sec-

ond �gure \in a certain sense" proofs the con-

�rming and his third �gure makes generalization

possible [Aristotle, 62b].

Because it is so familar to us, we begin with

the icon. We have seen that in this case some

common \inner" quality allows us to identify

sign and its referent. It is the possession of a

common (essential) property P which negotiates

between the two. By reference to P, the icon

represents intension. In more formal terms, let

M be the set of object states, Q be the set of

the sign states. Then it is the fact that both, M

and Q, possess (belong to a set) P which makes

them stand for each other. (M is P. Q is P. !

M is Q.) This negotiation takes exactly the form

of a logical inference, in fact, of abduction or

analogy. C.S. Peirce has called this process hy-

pothesis, abduction or retroduction. In this case

a rule (e.g. \All beans in this sack are white.")

and a result (\These beans are white.") give

a concluding case (\These beans are from this

sack.") [Peirce, 3:325f]. Such a conclusion al-

ways happens without a guarantee, but this is

necessary to discover new knowledge.

2

intensional P
Q - the single objecticon - M

Figure 5: Negotiation through an essential prop-

erty.

The position of the terminus medius in this

process suggests that such an inference corre-

sponds to Aristotle's second �gure [Aristotle,

26b/27a]. The terminus medius has the posi-

tion of the predicates, it is what is \said" about

both subjects. It is clear, of course, that in a

2

H. Simon also states that this is the place in rea-

soning, where the \real" inventions are made [Simon 65,

p.186].
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purely formal approach, abduction is only pos-

sible with a negative conclusion. The classical

example goes like this:

All stars glow by their own light.

This object does not glow by its own

light.

) This object is not a star.

In order to accept our view that the icon rep-

resents abduction, it is necessary to see that the

role of intension corresponds to the role of the

general in classical reasoning; that the object

comprises the singular and that the sign rep-

resents the special. Terminus medius of iconic

representation is the icon's intension. Fig. 6 rep-

resents a part of a hierarchical concept tree.

S - icon

I object

G intension

Figure 6: Part of arbor porphyriana. G-general,

S-special, I-singular. Straight lines show rela-

tions given, dotted line represents conclusion.

Identifying sign and object empirically will

therefore succeed if both are recognized as being

essentially of some property P.

The index is a bit more problematic, mainly

because we are not so much used to working

with it. We remember Peirce' hint that the in-

dex is also index without anyone interpreting it.

Therefore, what is characteristic about it, must

lie in the object itself. This is what is origi-

nally meant by the "naturalness" of the index

or, in other terms, that the connection exists

because of natural law. It is the object alone

which informs about its quality of being an in-

dex. Viewed logically, this process is similar to

induction, which informs about the total set of

objects with a speci�c property. Generally, in

induction we are given a set X with elements

x

i

and a subset S of X. We know now (e.g.

from experiments with some s

i

) that for all s

in S there holds a property P (S). Induction

means to generalize from (8s)P (s) and S � X

to (8x)P (x).

In the case of the index the single objects ne-

gotiate their meaning, they are the elements of

induction, which are measured by a meter (the

index, e.g. a thermometer) and which are in-

stances of a general property, like temperature.

Figure 7 depicts this relation.

S - index

G intension

I object(s)

Figure 7: Part of arbor porphyriana. G-general,

S-special, I-singular. Straight lines show rela-

tions given, dotted line represents conclusion.

In Aristotelian induction the terminus maior

is proven for the medius by means of the termi-

nus minor [Aristotle, 68b]. In Aristotle's third

�gure the terminus medius is the subject of both

predicates: A is B, A is C; i.e. in the hierarchical

concept tree, we �nd the medius at the bottom

(cf. �g. 7).

Finally, the symbol is a general representation

of an object. It is the sign alone, which nego-

tiates its meaning. In other terms, the symbol

represents intension and extension, it alone en-

sures that one is in connection with the other. In

a psychological interpretation this twofold rep-

resentation becomes a picture of (i) a subjec-

tive interior world and (ii) an objective outer

world. In Aristotelian terms, again, this perfect

double reference of the symbol corresponds with

the double role of terminus medius of Aristotle's

�rst �gure (deduction) as subject and predi-

cate. This observation lies at the bottom for

viewing symbols as a means of communication.

The symbol here is injected between the sin-

gular (the object) and the general (intension).

This is why symbolic negotiation is similar to de-

duction. The clear boundary between di�erent

symbols which can be found in some SG models

is nothing but the consequence of a set theo-

retic consideration. Objects possess a property

or they don't. Symbols refer or don't, tertium

non datur. (See �gure 8.)

We have seen in the previous section that SG

systems are not only grounding symbols, but the
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G intension

S - symbol

I object

Figure 8: Part of arbor porphyriana. G-general,

S-special, I-singular. Straight lines show rela-

tions given, dotted line represents conclusion.

signs with which we are dealing show at least

some aspects of icons and indexes, too. The ne-

glect of these di�erences has lead to the \Sym-

bol Blending" e�ect in many SG systems. Ad-

ditionally, it has been shown in this section that

Peirce' three types of signs are representations

of three classical forms of reasoning. Therefore,

it should be possible to identify the concrete

procedures in SG systems with these building

blocks.

6.2 SG-architectures and Forms of

Reasoning

In SG models, we �nd the following forms of

classical inferences, hidden in connectionist ap-

proaches to the problem.

3

Although it is not

always very clear where to put one or the other

technique, the following system is suggested.

In the case of the indexical aspects of SGmod-

els, it seems natural to identify them with the

phase of unsupervised categorization. The ac-

tual formation of what amounts to a speci�c

object usually happens without a teacher. Only

the objects themselves inform the system about

the categories to which they belong. Figure 9

shows the regions in which we �nd such empiri-

cal exemplars of the inductive process.

index

intension

object(s)

Figure 9: The inductive basis of SG.

3

Here we depict the relations like it is often done in

classical logics (e.g. [Quine 64]) with Venn diagrams.

In connectionist models the inductive pro-

cess is based on vectorial similarity (e.g. the

Euclidean distance) and on relative frequencies

of input vectors.It seems, however, natural to

extend this process also with aspects of rein-

forcement learning. This way, the utility of a

concept, instead of its mere vectorial similarity

could play a role in categorisation.

Today's SG models perform an extreme sim-

pli�cation of this step, because the "index and

its referent," i.e. the sign and the object are

already separated in separated parts of the sys-

tem. All SG systems posses one modality for the

symbols, another one for the objects. In real life,

however, this separation is not so simple.

Secondly, there are the abductive aspects.

Figure 10 shows the possible area for empiri-

cal evidence of grounding icons. I.e. in sections

which are marked by a cross (x) empirical evi-

dence for the fact that this sign stands for that

object can appear. Of course, we are mainly

interested in those cases, where the crosses are

concentrated in the intersection of all three cir-

cles. Only in these cases will our generalization

be correct.

intension

objecticon

Figure 10: The abductive basis of SG.

We therefore need strategies to generalize cor-

rectly. In SG architectures, to actually iden-

tify the objects encountered with the signs pre-

sented, the most important strategy is super-

vised learning. In those cases where SG is per-

formed with language learning in mind this is

supposed to model timely coincidence of the sign

and its signi�catum in the process of teaching a

word to a child. The problem we are facing is,

however, not trivial. In the general case it would

mean to �nd the part in the input picture to

which the sign refers.

4

4

The reader may compare this to Quine's example

of "radical translation," where we try to �nd out what

the native's exclamation "Gavagai!" means. Is it the

rabbit running over the �eld, a part of it, materialised

rabbitness, etc.? Cf. [Quine 60]
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Finally, it must also be guaranteed that sym-

bols are grounded. I.e. that we implement some

sort of tertium non datur principle. Dor�ner

achieves this through so-called C-layers, which

implement a variant of competitive learning so

as to ensure that only concepts which are su�-

ciently stable are mapped onto symbols.

symbol extension

intension

Figure 11: The deductive basis of SG.

If the symbol is to fully negotiate between ex-

tension and intension, there is not very much

room left for empirical evidences as shown in

�gure 11.

7 Automated Model Con-

struction

7.1 Logical Principles and Time

It has been proposed above to replace the view

of SG as a psycholinguistic program by a view

which suggests that SG is some kind of auto-

mated model construction of a natural system.

But for this view the entailment rules in the for-

malism are still missing. All we have achieved

so far is the formalisation of some environment

states into symbols. The extension of this dis-

cussion to space and time is quite natural and

has also been performed by Kant and his suc-

cessors. Although these parallels still form a

research question (currently under investigation

at our lab) I shall briey overview the argumen-

tation here. The three forms of reasoning can

be identi�ed with three principles of logic, which

are listed below: (From [Zeidler 92].)

1. A is B. At the very basis of abduction

lies the idea of "sameness". This is what

makes analogy such a di�cult form of rea-

soning (even in purely formal domains):

that sameness depends on what is consid-

ered to be important (or essential, as we

have termed it above).

2. If B then Non-B. This principle is argued to

lie at the basis of induction, being expressed

as \separation."

3. A is either B or Non-B. It has already been

argued here that the principle of the ex-

cluded middle lies at the basis of deduction.

It can be characterised as \opponentship."

If one follows this suggestive summary, it is

easy to see how such a system �nally leads to

formal models. Fig. 12 tries to suggest that,

intuitively, sameness creates the permanency of

objects in time. Separation serves as the (induc-

tive) source of creating causal relations (Kant:

"The real whereupon something follows"). And

opponentship puts the "objects" into relation

with each other. Our idea is now to also iden-

tify sameness with the notion of a state in a

formal model, separation with the timely and

causal sequence of states. However, this sugges-

tive terminology is still under evaluation.

t

sameness

t

separation

t

opponentship

Figure 12: Schematic representation of three

transcendental principles.

7.2 An Implemented Autonomous

Agent

Finally, to give this view some AI practi-

cality we are studying these principles by

means of a simulated autonomous agent. (Fur-

ther aspects of practicality are discussed in

[Dor�ner & Prem 93].) This agent actively ex-

plores its environment and forms concepts on

the basis of (simulated) environmental interac-

tion. We are not pursuing this research in order

to establish yet another model of SG. Instead,

the idea is to investigate automated model con-

struction as a form of transcendental reasoning

8



which can be achieved by using the principles

which have been outlined here.

There are also some new aspects of pure SG in

our project, e.g. we are dealing with the utility

of concepts. The agent learns to distinguish sit-

uations based on reinforcement signals. Another

rather novel feature of our architecture (as far

as SG and autonomous agents are concerned) is

that we are using recurrent networks. This en-

ables the agent to use information about a whole

sequence of environmental states and his ac-

tions. Very often such models are only capable

of classifying single input vectors, comparable to

some kind of \slide show" which the agent ob-

serves. The most important practical aspect of

this research is to make the agent describe what

it is experiencing by means of signs that are ar-

bitrarily selected by a supervisor. This way, the

agent develops some kind of \subjective" world-

model, which is, however, expressed in formal

terms (symbols). By using the principles which

have been outlined in the last section we hope to

make the agent not only refer to single objects in

its environment, but to also develop descriptive

(and predictive) rules. A simple example for this

would be an agent that learns to distinguish be-

tween distinct sequences of perceptual features

(like odour sources in a tunnel) that inuence

the agent's decision to turn left or right. If

the agent becomes capable of describing such a

rule, it would have constructed knowledge about

its environment, which by means of supervised

teaching of symbols would also be meaningful

to human observers of the agent. This would be

the ultimate goal: an agent which discovers and

describes its environment in terms of symbols

which are not totally arbitrary in their interpre-

tations.

8 Conclusions

The following two steps are the basis for our

considerations here:

1. According to Kant, transcendental logic

does not abstract from all contents of ex-

perience. Instead, it actually asks what the

procedural prerequisites for (the generation

of) the objects of experience are.

2. Peirce regards logic as a scienti�c endeav-

our which clari�es the conditions that en-

able signs to refer to objects.

As a consequence of these conceptualizations

we conclude that transcendental logic and Sym-

bol Grounding are based on the very same prin-

ciples of logic. Since SG systems try to form con-

cepts and label these concepts, they try to im-

plement this view of transcendental logic. This

implementation comes together with a search for

principles that will make these systems work. In

SG papers these principles are sometimes called

"invariants" of sensory experience. SG model

builders are therefore in search of rules which

will allow the system to �nd the object in its vi-

sual �eld when given a name for it. In Kantian

terms this means to search for the transcenden-

tal basis of cognition.

But as we have seen above, this basis is not

genuinely simple. It seems that everything we

can construct will crucially depend on how we

implement the abductive step of �nding gen-

eral intensions. Following Hegel we can even

say that the three forms of reasoning seem to

condition each other. For the AI researcher,

this means that some principle must be miss-

ing here. For the transcendental philosopher it

is, of course, the lack of consciousness, which

reects the threefold structure of reasoning.
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